SKIING IN HIGH-ALTITUDE AT
MATTERHORN-ZERMATT: A PARADISE
SURROUNDING SNOW FILLED PEAKS IN
SWITZERLAND
Many criteria can be used to rank the world's best ski resorts,
including mountain peaks with excellent weather, trail length and
vertical declines, spectacular apres-ski with an exclusive glamour
element, or all-around global presence and popularity. For whatever
reason, the locations often voted as the world's best ski resorts all
offer the same thing, namely an incredible skiing experience
surrounded by some of the most breathtaking winter sports scenery on the planet.

Zermatt and the Matterhorn, a village and a mountain! Both have worldwide fame. The Matterhorn
is undoubtedly the most magnificent mountain range in the Alps, if not in the entire world. And,
whatever be the season, Zermatt (1,620m), a health resort and mountain village with global flair,
offers soothing and action-packed vacations. There's certainly no better place to get a close look at a
high-altitude mountain landscape than here. People don't need to say that Zermatt is one of the most
well-known holiday destinations globally and that it is as exciting in the summer as it is in the winter
season.
Facts and Figures
The ski zones of Zermatt-Matterhorn and Breuil-Cervinia are the peaks in the Alps, with a
maximum of 360 km of ski run split into 226 km of red runs, 73 km of blue runs, 32 km of
yellow freeride trails, and 21 km of black runs.
Families are allowed to ride the lifts for free if their children are under nine.
Each Saturday, children aged 16 and under can snowboard or ski without any cost.
There are plenty of mountain restaurants and huts that serve delectable cuisine.
On the Swiss side of the Matterhorn ski paradise, there is a snow park with a Fun Slope and a
beginner's park on Sunnegga.
The mean altitude difference in the worldwide ski area is 2375 meters, with the highest point
being 3899 meters above sea level and the lowest being 1620 meters.
Adventures to Relish
1.Snow Park
Situated on the Theodul Glacier, Zermatt Snow Park attracts freestyle riders for more than half of
the year. You can show off your talents on the innovative setups, whether it's summer or winter.
Rails, kickers, and fun obstacles can be found for beginners to professionals in all sizes and shapes.
On the Fun Slope, the kids can let off their steam while finding the right line and displaying their
abilities.
The full enjoyment and thrill at downhill run await young and old winter sports lovers. A Fun Slope
at Zermatt Snow Park caters to both beginners and experienced skiers. Skaters will navigate hills,

tunnels, high-speed vertical-face curves, small ramps, and various barriers on the imaginatively built
trail. So buckle up your ski boots and get ready to hit the slopes.
2.Ski Movie
Get prepared for the most thrilling ride. On the Swisscom Skimovie course, you will put your skills to
the test while having it instantly filmed. You can then share your video with friends for free using the
Skiline app. Piste 65 is where the Skimovie course is based (racetrack). With a legal ski pass, you
can access the Skimovie free of cost.
3.Photo Points
With a stunning mountain range as your backdrop, you can reveal your best form. At picture points
at Rothorn and Schwarzsee, you can get a souvenir picture. Simply use your lift pass to unlock the
camera and then pose. Your photo will appear on Skiline's website in a matter of seconds. It's free to
download, and you can submit it via e-mail or Facebook to your family.
If you're on vacation in Zermatt, you can try your luck with a reliable online casino while staying at
the comfort of your hotel room. This could be your best gambling experiences you can ever have.
Where else but the exclusive snow sports resort of Zermatt-Matterhorn would you enjoy skiing and
snowboarding 365 days a year? It hums with international flair due to its position on the cross
borders of Switzerland and Italy. Uncover the beauty of Matterhorn, as well as a wide range of
winter sports and special deals in the Zermatt/Breuil-Cervinia ski resort.
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